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Abstract

For three-candidate elections, this paper focuses on the relationships that exist between
three stable rules for committee elections and the classical rules from which each of these
stable rules are adapted. When selecting committees, a voting rule is said to be stable if it
always elects a �xed-size subset of candidates such that there is no candidate in this set that is
majority dominated by a candidate outside (Barberà and Coelho, 2008; Coelho, 2004). There
are some cases where a committee selected by a stable rule may di�er from the committee
made by the best candidates of the corresponding classical rule from which this stable rule is
adapted. We call this the divergence on outcomes. We characterize all the voting situations
under which this event is likely to occur. We also evaluate the likelihood of this event using
the impartial anonymous culture assumption. As a consequence of our analysis, we highlight
a strong connection between three Condorcet consistent rules: the Dodgson rule, the Maximin
rule and the Young rule.
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1 Introduction

The Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein which is a �xed-size subset of candidates such that each
member majority dominates1 any outside contender was suggested by Gehrlein (1985) as a solution
concept2 for committee elections in respect with the Condorcet criterion3 (Condorcet, 1785). For
�xed-size of committees, the Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein does not always exists. But there
is a weak version of the Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein that is more likely to exist : a �xed-size
subset of candidates such that none of its members is majority dominated by any outside contender.
This is called the weak Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein (CCG, herefater). It is obvious that a
Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein is also a CCG but the reverse is not true. For a given voting
situation, there may exist more than one CCG while this is not the case for the Condorcet committee
à la Gehrlein with an even number of voters4.

When a voting rule always selects a CCG when it exists, this rule is said to be stable (Barberà
and Coelho (2008); Coelho (2004)). Coelho (2004) showed that almost all the classical voting rules
are not stable. Up to our knowledge there are only six stables rules that have been suggested or
identi�ed in the social choice literature. These rules are the following5 :

• The Kemeny-Ratli� rule(KR) (Ratli�, 2003): When electing a committee of size g (g ≥ 2),
this rule selects the subset(s) of g candidates with the smallest total margin of loss in pairwise
comparisons versus the m− g remaining candidates. This rule is clearly an adaptation of the
(Kemeny, 1959) rule6.

• The Dodgson-Ratli� (DR) (Ratli�, 2003): it selects the subset of g candidates that requires
the fewest number of adjacency switches to make this subset become a CCG. This rule is
adapted from the (Dodgson, 1876) rule7.

• The Minimal Number of External Defeats Rule (NED) (Coelho, 2004): selects the commit-
tee(s) of size g with the minimum total number of pairwise comparisons lost by its members
versus the outside contenders.

• TheMinimal size of External opposition Rule (SEO) (Coelho, 2004): given the highest margin
of loss of a candidate in a committee against an outside candidate, this rule selects the

1A candidate x majority dominates a candidate y if he is preferred by more than half of the electorate to y.
2Notice that the concept of Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein is less restrictive than the one suggested by

Schwartz (1986). The Schwartz set is the union of all Schwartz set components. A Schwartz set component is any
non-empty set S of candidates such that i) every candidate inside the set S is pairwise unbeaten by every candidate
outside S and ii) there is no non-empty proper subset of S such that i) is ful�lled.

3The Condorcet criterion requires that when there is a Condorcet winner, this candidate must be chosen as the
winner. A Condorcet winner is a candidate that beats each of the other candidates in pairwise comparisons.

4The uniqueness of the Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein is guaranteed only with an odd number of voters. For
more on the relations between the Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein and the related concepts, see Miller (1980);
Kamwa and Merlin (2013).

5Kamwa (2015b) have evaluated all the these stable rules on the basis of some appealing properties of voting
rules.

6The Kemeny rule operates by computing distances from a given linear order to all the linear orders of a preferences
pro�le. The Kemeny ranking is the linear order that minimizes this distance the total distance to the whole pro�le
and the Kemeny winner is the candidate at the top of this ranking.

7In one-winner elections, the Dodgson rule elects the candidate who needs the fewest number of adjacency switches
to win all his pairwise contests i.e to become the Condorcet winner.
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committee(s) with the smallest �highest margin of loss�. As noticed by Coelho (2004), this
rule is clearly an adaptation of the Maximin rule8 to committee elections.

• The Young-Condorcet rule (YC) (Kamwa, 2015b): it selects the set of g candidates that need
the fewest number of deletions of voters to become a CCG. This rule is adapted from the
Young rule9.

• The Minimal deletion of candidates rule (MDC) (Kamwa, 2015b): selects the set of g candi-
dates that need the fewest number of deletion of candidates to become a CCG.

As already mentioned, the KR is derived from the Kemeny rule, the DR from the Dodgson rule,
the SEO from the Maximin rule and the YC from the Young rule. The Kemeny rule, the Dodgson
rule, the Maximin rule and the Young rule are well known as Condorcet consistent rules since they
always elect the Condorcet winner when he exists. Then, in this paper, will use the term �classical
rules� to refer to these rules from which the stable rules are derived. Notice that if we want to
select one-member committees, each of these stable rules is equivalent to the classical rule it is
derived from. So, in this paper, our main concern will be on committees of at least two members.
It is obvious that when there is a CCG, the stable rules will all select this committee. Coelho
(2004) and Kamwa (2015b) focused on the relationships that can exist between the outcome sets
of the above stable rules. They concluded that when there is no CCG, the stable rules may lead to
disjoint outcome sets. Kamwa (2015b) showed that it is only in three-candidate elections that the
outcome sets of the stable rule always have at least one element in common; more, he showed that
in three-candidate a elections with no CCG, the KR, the DR, the SEO and the YC always select
the same committee of two members while the NED and the MDC select all the committees of size
two. Kamwa (2015b), Coelho (2004) and Ratli� (2003) showed that in general, each of the stable
rules does not always select committees made of the top candidates (of the collective ranking) of
the corresponding classical rule. We call this the �divergence on outcomes�.

Ratli� (2003) described the divergence between the KR and the Kemeny rule in a sleek manner;
he concluded that the KR and the Kemeny rule do not diverge when we select a two-member
committee out of four candidates. For his own, Kamwa (2013) showed that it is also the case
when selecting a two-member committees out of three candidates. In this paper, we will focus on
the divergence between the DR and the Dodgson rule, between the SEO and the Maximin rule
and between the YC and the Young rule. Notice that determining the collective ranking of the
Dodgson rule/the Maximin rule/the Young rule can be an arduous task due to the complexity of
the computation of the scores (Bartholdi et al., 1989; Betzler et al., 2008; Caragiannis et al., 1998;
Hemaspaandra et al., 1997). For this reason, our analysis will be restricted to voting situations with
three candidates. We assume two-member committee elections and we characterize all the voting
situations under which one can get a divergence on outcomes. Then, we compute the likelihood of
this event under the impartial anonymous culture hypothesis (de�ned later). It is known that in
three-candidate elections, the Young rule, the Dodgson rule and the Maximin rule always lead to
the same top candidate (see Courtin et al., 2012). As one consequence of our analysis, we �nd that
in three-candidate elections, the Young rule, the Dodgson rule and the Maximin rule always lead

8Also known as the Simpson-Kramer rule(Simpson, 1969; Kramer, 1977) or the Minimax rule (Young, 1977).
This rule �rst determines the support received by each candidate in every pairwise comparisons; the candidate with
the greatest minimum support received is the winner.

9As proposed by Young (1977), this rule contrasts with the Dodgson rule since rather than to obtain a majority
winner by adjacent switches, it proceeds by deletion of voters. The Young rule elects the candidate(s) who needs the
fewest number of deletions of voters to become the Condorcet winner.
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to the same collective ranking. This last �nding highlights a strong connection between these three
Condorcet-consistent rules in the sense that there are equivalent in three-candidate elections.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 deals with basic de�nitions. In Section
3, we de�ne the stable rules and analyze what we call the divergence on outcomes. Section 4 is
devoted to the likelihood of the divergence on outcomes. Section 5 concludes.

2 Notation and de�nitions

2.1 Binary relation and preferences

Let N be the set of n voters (n ≥ 2) and A the set of m candidates (m ≥ 3). We will operate
under a framework where voters rank the candidates in a strict way. So, we will write aPb to say
that �a is better or strictly preferred to b�. In the sequel, we will simply write, abc to denote that
candidate a is ranked ahead candidate b who is ranked ahead candidate c. The preference pro�le
π = (P1, P2, ..., Pi, ..., Pn) gives all the linear orders of all the n voters on A where Pi is the strict
ranking of a given voter i. The set of all the preference pro�les of size n on A is denoted by P (A)n.
A voting situation ñ = (n1, n2, ..., nt, ..., nm!) indicates the number of voters for each linear order

such that
∑m!
t=1 nt = n. Table 1 describes the voting situation with three candidates.

Table 1: Voting situation on A = {a, b, c}

n1 : abc n2 : acb n3 : cab n4 : cba n5 : bca n6 : bac

For a given pro�le π, when the number of voters who rank a before b (denoted by nab) is greater
than that of those who rank b before a (denoted by nba), a is said to be majority preferred to b. We
denote this by aM(π)b or simply aMb when there is no ambiguity. For aMb, we say that candidate
b loses the majority pairwise by a margin equal to nab − nba. If nab = nba, we say that a and b tie
and we denote it by aT (π)b or simply aTb.

De�nition 1. Given π, candidate a is the Condorcet winner if we have aM(π)b for all b ∈ A \ {a}.
Candidate a is the Condorcet loser if we have bM(π)a for all b ∈ A \ {a}.

De�nition 2. (Majority cycle). Let B be a nonempty subset of A such that B = {a1, ..., aj , ....al}
with 3 ≤ l ≤ m. Given the pro�le π, the majority relation M is cyclic on B if ajMaj+1 ∀j =
1, 2, ..., l − 1 and alMa1; l is the length of the cycle.

Assume that we want to elect a committee of size g (2 ≤ g ≤ m − 1). We denote by Ag the
set of all the possible committees of size g. A weak Condorcet Committee à la Gerhlein (CCG)
is a �xed-size subset of candidates such that no candidate in this subset is defeated in pairwise
comparisons by any outside candidate.

De�nition 3 (Weak Condorcet Committee à la Gerhlein(CCG)). With ]A = m, C ∈ Ag is a CCG
if and only if ∀x ∈ C we have yMx for no y ∈ A \ C.

For a given voting situation, a CCG may not exist given g. But there are some cases where one
can have more than one CCG (Kamwa, 2015b).
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3 Stable rules and collective rankings: divergence on out-

comes

Given a pro�le π and a ∈ A, we will denote by Dg(π, a), Yg(π, a) and Mxn(π, a), respectively the
Dodgson score, the Young-score and the Maximin-score of candidate a. All the formal de�nitions
of the stable rules that follows come from Kamwa (2015b). We are only concern in this paper with
three of the six stable rules: the DR, the SEO and the YC. For each stable rule, the set of the
elected committees is made by the committees with the lowest score of the rule.

If we want to select a committee of g members with the DR rule, the DR-score DR(π,C) of a
committee C ∈ Ag is the total number of adjacent switches to make C become a CCG. Given two
adjacent candidates x and y, an adjacent switch consists in that x and y are permuted10 in a given
linear order. We denote the DR outcome set by DRg(π). Let us take a simple example to illustrate
this rule.

Example 1. Consider the following voting situation on A = {a, b, c} with 15 voters.

7 : acb 3 : cba 5 : bac

The pairwise comparisons and the majority graph of this voting situation are as follows:

Pairwise comparisons

vs a b c
a − 7 12
b 8 − 5
c 3 10 −

a b

c

9 5

1

There is no CCG since we have a majority cycle: aMc, cMb and bMa. For committee (a, b) to
become a CCG, it needs to permute b and c in the ranking of three voters among those with acb. So,
DR(π, (a, b)) = 3. We also get, DR(π, (a, c)) = 1 and DR(π, (b, c)) = 5. Thus, DRg(π) = {(a, c)}.

If we compte the Dodgson-scores for each candidate, we will get Dg(π, a) = 1, Dg(π, b) = 3
and Dg(π, c) = 5. So, the collective ranking of the Dodgson rule is abc since candidates are ranked
from the one with the lowest score to the one with the greatest score. So, the Dodgson rule will
recommend (a, b) as the two-member committee elected while the DR recommends (a, c).

For a given pro�le π, the SEO-score (SEO(π,C)) of committee C ∈ Ag is the maximum
number of voters by which a candidate not in C is majority preferred to a candidate in C. We
denote the SEO-outcome set by SEOg(π). If we apply the SEO rule to the voting situation of
Example 1, we have SEO(π, (a, b)) = 10 since ncb = 10; we also have SEO(π, (a, c)) = 8 and
SEO(π, (b, c)) = 12. Thus, SEOg(π) = {(a, c)}. If we compute the Maximin scores, we get
Mxn(π, a) = 7, Mxn(π, b) = 5 and Mxn(π, c) = 3. Then, abc is the Maximin ranking; so,
the Maximin rule will recommend (a, b) as the two-member committee elected while the SEO
recommends (a, c).

In contrast with the DR rule, the YC rule selects the committee(s) that need the fewest deletions
of voters to become a CCG. For a given committee, its YC-score is simply the number of deletions
needed to become the CCG. We denote by YCg(π) the YC-outcome set. With the voting situation
of Example 1, we have Y C(π, (a, c)) = 1 since it only needs the deletion of one voter that ranks
b before a. We also get Y C(π, (a, b)) = 5 and Y C(π, (b, c)) = 9. Thus, YCg(π) = {(a, c)}. If we

10With simple words, in a linear order, x takes the place of y and y takes that of x.
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compute the Young scores, we get Yg(π, a) = 2, Yg(π, b) = 6 and Yg(π, c) = 10. Then, abc is the
Young ranking and the Young rule will recommend (a, b) as the two-member committee elected
while the YC rule recommends (a, c).

It comes from Example 1 that given a voting situation, a stable rule can select a committee
totally di�erent from the one recommended by the corresponding classical rule. Thereby, this
de�nes what we call the divergence on outcomes. It could be interesting to know if the divergence
on outcomes is just a rare oddity or betray a more generalized behavior. This is the purpose of
the next section. First of all, we have to pinpoint the conditions that guarantee that this event can
occur or not. Before that let us state some intermediate results.

Courtin et al. (2012) have shown that the Dodgson rule, the Maximin rule and the Young rule
always select the same winner in three-candidate elections. Proposition 1 strengthens this result as
a consequence of our analysis.

Proposition 1. In three-candidate elections, the Dodgson rule, the Maximin rule and the Young
rule always lead to the same collective ranking. As a consequence, if there is a Condorcet loser, he
is never ranked �rst by any of these rules.

Proof. See appendix.

It is well established in the literature11 that in one-winner election, the Dodgson rule, the
Maximin rule and the Young rule can select the Condorcet loser when there is no Condorcet winner.
According to Proposition 1, this well-known is valid with at least 4 candidates. So, with more than
three candidates, the second part of Proposition 1 would not hold. Let us use an example to show
that the �rst part of Proposition 1 would not hold in four-candidates elections.

Example 2. Assume A = {a, b, c, d} and 9 voters.

preferences

2 : abcd
2 : adcb
2 : cbda
3 : dbca

a

d

b

c

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pairwise comparisons

vs a b c d
a − 4 4 4
b 5 − 5 4
c 5 4 − 4
d 5 5 5 −

Here, d is the Condorcet winner. If we compute the scores, with the Dodgson rule we get Dg(π, a) =
3, Dg(π, b) = 1, Dg(π, c) = 2 and Dg(π, d) = 0; with the Young rule we get Y g(π, a) = Y g(π, b) =
2, Y g(π, c) = 6 and Y g(π, d) = 0; with the Maximin rule we get Mxn(π, a) = Mxn(π, b) =
Mxn(π, c) = 4 andMxn(π, d) = 5. So, dbac is the Dodgson ranking, d(a, b)c is the Young ranking12

and d(a, b, c) is the Maximin ranking. Thus, with more than three candidates, the Maximin rule,
the Young rule and the Dodgson rule may not lead to the same ranking.

We know from Kamwa (2015b, Theorem 1) that in three-candidate elections, the DR rule, the
SEO rule and the YC rule are equivalent since they always select the same committee. So, from
this point, we will denote by �S� one these rules and by V the corresponding classical rule since
Proposition 1 tells us that the Dodgson rule, the Maximin rule and the Young rule are equivalent
in three-candidate elections.

11See Fishburn (1977); Kamwa (2015a).
12By d(a, b)c, we mean that d is at the top and is followed by a and b who tie since they get the same score.
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Proposition 2. Consider a preference pro�le with three candidates. The stable rule S never elects
a two-member committee made of the bottom candidates of the V ranking.

Proof. See appendix.

With the following example, we show that Proposition 2 would not hold in four-candidates
elections and three-member committee (g = 3).

Example 3. Assume A = {a, b, c, d} and 33 voters.

preferences

6 : abcd 10 : cdba
5 : bcda 1 : bacd
10 : adbc 1 : dcab

a

d

b

c

1
9

1

1

11

11

Pairwise comparisons

vs a b c d
a − 17 17 17
b 16 − 22 12
c 16 11 − 22
d 16 21 11 −

With this pro�le, a is the Condorcet winner. The reader can easily check that the Maximin rule,
the Dodgson rule and the Young rule lead to the same collective ranking : abcd or abdc as c and
d get the same score under each of the rules. When computing the scores for our stable rules for
three-member committee (g = 3), we get what follows:

Scores for g = 3
commitees DR SEO YC
{a, b, c} 5 21 9
{a, b, d} 6 22 11
{a, c, d} 6 22 11
{b, c, d} 3 17 1

The DR, the YC and the SEO rules all select the same committee: (b, c, d). Candidate a, the
Condorcet winner is not appointed13. The elected committee is then made of the bottom candidates
of the Maximin/Dodgson/Young ranking.

For three-candidate elections, Theorem 1 characterizes all the voting situations in which a two-
member committee elected with a stable rule S is not always made of the top two ranked candidates
of the rule V.

Theorem 1. Consider a voting pro�le with three candidates. The divergence on outcomes between
S and V for two-member committee elections may occur if and only if (i)- there is a Condorcet
winner and a Condorcet loser simultaneously, or (ii)- there is a majority cycle among candidates.

Proof. See appendix.

The following example shows that Theorem 1 would not hold in four-candidate elections and
three-member committee.

Example 4. Assume A = {a, b, c, d} and let us consider the following pro�les:

13Kamwa (2015b) showed that the DR, the YC and the SEO rules fail the Condorcet winner criterion.
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pro�le 1

1 : adbc 1 : bacd 1 : cabd

a

d

b

c

3
1

1

1

1

1

pro�le 2

2 : adbc 1 : bacd 2 : bcad 2 : cadb

a

d

b

c

7

1

1
3

3

1

With the pro�le 1, a is the Condorcet winner and d the Condorcet loser. So, committee (a, b, c) is
the CCG for g = 3 and it is the unique committee selected by the YC, the DR and the SEO rules.
The reader can easily check that with this pro�le, the Dodgson ranking, the Young ranking and the
Maximin ranking is the same with candidate d at the bottom and the others at the top since they
tie. In this case, there is no divergence. This is also the case with the pro�le 2: there is a majority
cycle among the candidates and committee (a, b, c) unique elected committee of the YC, the DR and
the SEO rules. The Dodgson rule, the Young rule and the Maximin rule lead to the same ranking
such that d at the bottom and a and b are at the top since they tie.

We can now use Theorem 1 to evaluate the likelihood of the divergence. This is what we do in
the next section.

4 Evaluating the divergence on outcomes

4.1 Necessary and su�cient conditions

Using the labels of Table 1, Lemmata 1 and 2 that follow explicit what we have stated in Theorem
1.

Lemma 1. Consider the labels of Table 1. Assume that candidate a is the Condorcet winner while
candidate c is the Condorcet loser. The rules S and V may diverge on outcomes if



nba < nab

nca < nac

ncb < nbc

nba ≤ nca
nca ≤ ncb

⇔



−n1 − n2 − n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 < 0

−n1 − n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 − n6 < 0

−n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − n5 − n6 < 0

−n3 + n6 ≤ 0

−n2 + n5 ≤ 0

n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 = n

(1)
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or if 

nba < nab

nca < nac

ncb < nbc

nba ≤ ncb
ncb ≤ nca

⇔



−n1 − n2 − n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 < 0

−n1 − n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 − n6 < 0

−n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − n5 − n6 < 0

−n2 − n3 + n5 + n6 ≤ 0

n2 − n5 ≤ 0

n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 = n

(2)

Proof. In Equations 1 and 2, the reader can check that the �rst three inequalities guarantee that
candidate a is the Condorcet winner and that candidate c is the Condorcet loser; thus, S will select
(a, b). Since we know by Proposition 2 that the Condorcet loser c cannot be ranked �rst by V, it
follows that acb is the only ranking we can have such that the two-member committee elected by
S is not made of the top two ranked candidates of V. The worst support of candidate b is equal to
nba in front of candidate a; for candidate c, it could be nca or ncb. So, if c is ranked before b we
will have nca ≥ nba with nca ≤ ncb or ncb ≥ nba with ncb ≤ nca. This completes the proof.

Lemma 2. Consider the labels of Table 1 and assume that there is a majority cycle such that aMb,
bMc and cMa. The rules S and V may diverge on outcomes if



nba < nab

ncb < nbc

nac < nca

nca ≤ nbc
nca ≤ nab
nba ≤ ncb

⇔



−n1 − n2 − n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 < 0

−n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 − n5 − n6 < 0

n1 + n2 − n3 − n4 − n5 + n6 < 0

−n1 + n3 + n4 − n6 ≤ 0

−n1 − n2 + n4 + n5 ≤ 0

−n2 − n3 + n5 + n6 ≤ 0

n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 + n5 + n6 = n

(3)

Proof. Using the development of the previous section, the reader can easily check that the three
�rst inequalities de�nes the assumed cycle among candidates. Let us assume that (a, b) is selected
by S. So, we have nca ≤ nbc (i) and nca ≤ nab (ii). The worst support of candidate a, b and c
are respectively equal to nac, nba and ncb. The rules S and V may diverge on outcomes only if
the worst support of candidate a is less to that of candidates b and c or if the worst support of
candidate b is less than that of candidates a and c. This respectively leads to nac ≤ nba (iii) and
nac ≤ ncb (iv) or nba ≤ nac (v) and nba ≤ ncb (vi).

Suppose that the committee of two-member selected by S is not made of the top two candidate
of the ranking of V; this means that we have ((i) and (ii) and (iii) and (iv)) or ((i) and (ii) and
(v) and (vi)). Nevertheless, (ii) and (iii) can not hold simultaneously; thus, we get the supposed
disagreement only with ((i) and (ii) and (v) and (vi)). Since (ii) is equivalent to (v), the relations
that de�ne the divergence are ((i) and (ii) and (vi)); added to the �rst three inequalities of equation
3, this completes the proof.

We are now able to undertake the computation of the likelihood of the divergence between a
committee elected with a stable rule S and the one recommended by the ranking of the rule V from
which the stable rule S is derived. For this, we use the Impartial Anonymous Culture (IAC).
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4.2 The IAC model

The impartial anonymous culture assumption (IAC) is one of the most used assumptions in the
social choice literature when computing the likelihood of voting events14. This assumption was �rst
proposed by Gehrlein and Fishburn (1976). Under IAC, each voting situation is equally likely. The
likelihood of a given event X is calculated in respect with the following ratio:

Pr(X) =
Number of voting situations in which event X is likely

Total number of possible voting situations

It is known that the total number of possible voting situations in three-candidate elections is
given by the following �ve-degree polynomial in n,

Ψ(n) = Cnn+3!−1 =
(n+ 5)!

n!5!

To compute the number of voting situations in which event X is likely to occur, many techniques
and algorithms have been proposed to carry out such computations. Without been exhaustive, we
can list among others, Barvinok (1994); Clauss and Loechner (1998); Barvinok and Pommersheim
(1999); Gehrlein and Fishburn (1976); Haung and Chua (2000); Ehrhart (1962, 1967); Verdoolaege
et al. (2004)). Among the proposed algorithms, we use the parameterized Barvinok's algorithm
developed by Verdoolaege et al. (2004) to compute Φ(n) the number of voting situations in which
the divergence is likely to occur. This algorithm proceeds by the enumeration of the Ehrhart
polynomials (Ehrhart (1962, 1967)). We are not going to recall the Ehrhart theory and all the
attached algorithms. The reader can refer to Ehrhart (1962, 1967); Barvinok (1994); Barvinok and
Pommersheim (1999); Bruynooghe et al. (2005); Clauss and Loechner (1998); Lepelley et al. (2008);
Verdoolaege et al. (2004). We say some words on the Verdoolaege et al. (2004)'s methodology in
the appendix.

4.3 Probabilities of divergence

For each of the Equations 1, 2 and 3, the computer program returns the results in �ve-degree
Ehrhart's polynomials15.

• With Equation 1, we get the following polynomial for n ≥ 1:

ΦS1
(n) =

1

3840
n5 +

[
1

192
,

5

768

]
n

n4 +

[
7

192
,

23

384

]
n

n3 +

[
5

48
,

95

384

]
n

n2 +

[
1

10
,

563

1280

]
n

n +

[
0,

63

256

]
n

• With Equation 2, we get the following polynomial for n ≥ 1:

ΦS2
(n) = 1

7680
n5 +

[
5

1536
, 1
256

]
n

n4 +

[
11
384

, 11
256

]
n

n3 +

[
5
48

, 27
128

]
n

n2

+

[
2
15

, 3389
7680

]
n

n +

[
0, 77

256
, 1
32

, 69
256

]
n

14For more on the other assumptions, the reader may see Gehrlein and Lepelley (2010).
15For Φ(n) = [− 1

12
, 1
18

, 1
6
,− 7

36
]nn, this means that Φ(n) is a periodic number with 4 as the period; so, Φ(n) =

− 1
12

n for n ≡ 0mod4, Φ(n) = 1
18

n for n ≡ 1mod4, Φ(n) = 1
6
n for n ≡ 2mod4 and Φ(n) = − 7

36
n for n ≡ 3mod4.
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• With Equation 3, we get the following polynomial for n ≥ 3:

ΦS3
(n) = 1

23040
n5 +

[
1

1536
, 1
768

]
n

n4 +

[
5

3456
, 91
6912

]
n

n3 +

[
− 1

96
, 19
384

]
n

n2 +

[
− 1

40
, 101
2560

]
n

n

+

[
0,− 715

6912
, 59
864

,− 9
256

,− 1
27

,− 203
6912

, 1
32

,− 499
6912

, 1
27

,− 17
256

,− 5
864

, 13
6912

]
n

If we denote by Pr(Div, n) the probability of the divergence on outcomes, it is equal to16

Pr(Div, n) =
3Φ(n)

Ψ(n)

We have shown that the divergence on outcomes is likely to occur only if there is a Condorcet
winner and a Condorcet loser simultaneously or if there is majority cycle. Thus, the probability
Pr(Div, n) is equal to

Pr(Div, n) = Pr(Div1, n) + Pr(Div1, n)

with Pr(Div1) the likelihood of the divergence when there is a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet
loser simultaneously and Pr(Div2, n) the likelihood of the divergence when there is a majority cycle.

Pr(Div1, n) = 3
(ΦS1

(n) + ΦS2
(n)

Ψ(n)

)

Pr(Div2, n) = 3(
ΦS3

(n)

Ψ(n)
)

Also, we denote by P̂ r(Div1, n), P̂ r(Div2, n) and Pr(Div, n) the corresponding conditional proba-
bilities such that

P̂ r(Div1, n) =
Pr(Div1, n)

1− Prcy(n)

P̂ r(Div2, n) =
Pr(Div2, n)

Prcy(n)

where Prcy(n) is the probability that there is a majority cycle with three candidates and n vot-
ers. The values of Prcy(n) can be drawn from Gehrlein and Lepelley (2010, p.21). To be more

precise, P̂ r(Div1, n) is the conditional probability of the divergence on outcomes given that there

is a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser simultaneously and P̂ r(Div2, n) is the conditional
probability of the divergence on outcomes given that there is a majority cycle. We report in Table
2 the corresponding probabilities of the divergence on outcomes given the size of the electorate.

What comes from Table 2 is that with 8 voters, if there is a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet
loser simultaneously, the two-member committee elected with the SEO/DR/YC rule and that rec-
ommended by the Maximin/Dodgson/Young rule diverge in 22.38% of cases; they diverge in 0.93%
of cases if there is a majority cycle among candidates. Then, with 8 voters, the overall probability

16In order to obtain the conditions of the Lemmata 1 and 2, we have assumed a particular situation involving a
pair of candidates, assume {a, b} for example. To get the total probability, we also need to consider the other pairs:
{a, c} and {b, c}. It is worth noting that cases are symmetrical; it is therefore su�cient to reason on only one case
and multiply the result by 3 to obtain the desired probability.
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Table 2: (Conditional) Probabilities of the divergence on outcomes

n Pr(Div1, n) Pr(Div2, n) Pr(Div, n) Prcy(n) P̂ r(Div1, n) P̂ r(Div2, n)

8 0.2238 0.0093 0.2331 0.3007 0.3200 0.0310
9 0.3177 0.0375 0.3552 0.0530 0.3354 0.7068
10 0.2118 0.0110 0.2228 0.2657 0.2884 0.0410
11 0.2871 0.0343 0.3214 0.0577 0.3047 0.5952
12 0.2027 0.0121 0.2148 0.2398 0.2666 0.0505
13 0.2654 0.0319 0.2973 0.0588 0.2820 0.5419
14 0.1956 0.0129 0.2085 0.2198 0.2507 0.0587
15 0.2492 0.0300 0.2792 0.0596 0.2650 0.5032
16 0.1899 0.0134 0.2033 0.2039 0.2385 0.0658
17 0.2367 0.0285 0.2652 0.0602 0.2519 0.4731
18 0.1853 0.0138 0.1991 0.1909 0.2290 0.0724
19 0.2268 0.0272 0.2540 0.0606 0.2414 0.4496
20 0.1814 0.0141 0.1955 0.1801 0.2213 0.0784
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

31 0.1937 0.0230 0.2167 0.0617 0.2064 0.3722
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

50 0.1584 0.0153 0.1737 0.1146 0.1789 0.1338
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

75 0.1626 0.0187 0.1813 0.0623 0.1734 0.3005
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

101 0.1569 0.0179 0.1748 0.0624 0.1673 0.2874
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
1001 0.1423 0.0159 0.1581 0.0625 0.1517 0.2537
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
∞ 0.1406 0.0156 0.1563 0.0667 0.1506 0.2339
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of divergence is equal to 23.31%. As the electorate tends to the in�nity, the limit probability of
divergence is equal to 15.63%. We notice that with more than 8 voters, the likelihood of the diver-
gence when there simultaneously exists a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser tends to be nine
times greater than that of the divergence when there is a majority cycle. Overall, the probability
of divergence tends to decrease with the size of the electorate.

According to what we get in the proof of Theorem 1, Pr(Div1) is also the probability in three-
candidate elections that each of the Maximin rule, the Dodgson rule and the Young rule fails to
elect the CCG when it exists. So, when the electorate is very large, the Condorcet/Dodgson/Young
rule fails to elect the Condorcet committee à la Gehrlein when it exists in 14.06% of cases.

5 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we focused on the relationships that exists in three-candidate elections between three
stable rules for committee elections (the DR rule, the SEO rule and the YC rule) and the classical
rules from which each of these stable rules are derived. The DR rule is adapted from the Dodgson
rule, the SEO rule from the Maximin rule and the YC rule from the Young rule. The departure
point of our analysis was the fact that the DR rule, the SEO rule and the YC rule are equivalent
in three-candidate elections as they also select the same two-member committee (Kamwa, 2015b).
There are some cases where a committee selected by a stable rule may di�er from the committee
made of the best candidates of the corresponding classical rule from which the stable rule is adapted.
We called this the divergence on outcomes.

Courtin et al. (2012) showed in three-candidate elections that the Dodgson rule, the Maximin
rule and the Young rule always select the same winner. We supplement this result by showing that
these three Condorcet consistent rules always lead to the same collective ranking. This helped us
to characterize all the voting situations under which the divergence on outcomes is likely to occur:
if there is a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser simultaneously or if there is a majority cycle.
We used this characterization in order to evaluate the likelihood of this voting event. It came that
the probability of this event is not negligible at all. From the computation of the likelihood of
the divergence when there is simultaneously a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser, we derive
how often the three Condorcet-consistent rules we focused on (the Dodgson rule, the Maximin rule
and the Young rule) fail to select the Condorcet Committee à la Gehrlein. We noticed that the
likelihood of the divergence when there simultaneously exists a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet
loser tends to be nine times greater than that of the divergence when there is a majority cycle.

However, our conclusions can not be generalized since the analysis was restricted to three-
candidate cases. Computations with more than three candidates would have tell us more on how
our results can be a�ected. But, this can become an untractable and cumbersome task since
computing the scores of the the Dodgson rule (the Maximin rule, the Young rule) is intractable
(Bartholdi et al., 1989; Betzler et al., 2008; Caragiannis et al., 1998; Hemaspaandra et al., 1997).
Monte-Carlo simulations can be seen as a way to circumvent this di�culty.
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Appendix

A-Proof of Proposition 1

We admit that there can be another way to do the proof but we use a simple approach to be suited
to the proof of Theorem 1. Our methodology goes from the possible outcomes of the pairwise
comparisons between candidates in A = {a, b, c}. There are six such conceivable con�gurations or
cases:

1. There is a Condorcet winner while the other candidates tie.

2. There is a Condorcet loser while the other candidates tie.

3. There is both a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser.

4. Two candidates tie and one of them majority dominates the third candidate.

5. There is majority cycle.

6. All the candidate tie.

Obviously, the last case is irrelevant. Let us examine each of the other cases.

Case 1 (There is a Condorcet winner while the other candidates tie). Let us take aM(π)b, aM(π)c
and bT (π)c. Here, candidate a is the Condorcet winner and n is even. Assume that the Dodgson
ranking is abc while that of the Maximin is acb. With abc as the Dodgson ranking, this implies
nba > nca (i); for acb as the Maximin ranking, we get nba < nca (ii) which contradicts (i).
Thus, the Maximin ranking and the Dodgson ranking are the same in this case. Notice that since
b et c tie and that n is even, we have Yg(π, b) = n − 2nba + 1 and Yg(π, c) = n − 2nca + 1; then,
Yg(π, b) − Yg(π, c) = 2(nca − nba). If we assume that acb is the Young ranking, this means that
Yg(π, b) − Yg(π, c) > 0 equivalent to nca > nba which contradicts (i). The Maximin ranking and
the Dodgson ranking and the Young ranking are the same in this case.

Case 2 (There is a Condorcet loser while the other candidates tie). aT (π)b, aM(π)c and bM(π)c.
Candidate c is the Condorcet loser. It follows that a and b will have the same Maximin score (equal
to n

2 ) smaller than that of c which is less than n
2 . Also, candidates a and b have the same Dodgson

score (equal to 1 here) which is smaller than that of candidate c. The same holds with the Young
rule since each of candidates a and b need only one deletion to become a Condorcet winner while
c will need more than that. Then, the Maximin ranking and the Dodgson ranking and the Young
ranking are the same in this case.

Case 3 (There is both a Condorcet winner and a Condorcet loser). Assume aM(π)b, aM(π)c and
bM(π)c. Candidate a is the Condorcet winner and candidate c is the Condorcet loser. The Dodgson,
the Young and the Maximin scores of candidate c are respectively lower than those of candidate
b. Then, the Maximin ranking and the Dodgson ranking are the same in this case. It comes from
Cases 2 and 3 that in three-candidate elections, when there is a Condorcet loser, he is never top
ranked neither by the Dodgson rule nor by the Maximin rule and nor by the Young rule.

Case 4 ( Two candidates tie and one of them majority dominates the third candidate). Assume
aT (π)b, aM(π)c and bT (π)c. This case is straightforward since candidates a and b will score the
same and better than c under each rule. Thus, the ranking will be the same under each rule.
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Case 5 (There is majority cycle). Let us assume aM(π)b, bM(π)c,cM(π)a and that the Dodgson
ranking is abc; this implies that nac > nba > ncb (i). Suppose that the Maximin ranking is acb.
This is equivalent to nac > ncb > nba : this contradicts (i). Thus, the Maximin ranking and the
Dodgson ranking are the same in this case. Also, if we assume that the Young ranking is acb, it
means that Yg(π, b)−Yg(π, c) > 0 equivalent to ncb > nba which contradicts (i). Thus, in this case
the ranking is the same for all the rules.

B-Proof of Proposition 2

For the proof, we reconsider all the possible cases we got in the proof of Proposition 1. In each
of these cases, we have assumed that abc is the collective ranking of V. Since there is at least one
CCG in the Cases 1 to 4, it is obvious that (b, c) is never selected by S. We only have to investigate
Case 5 with the majority cycle where aM(π)b, bM(π)c and cM(π)a. We know that with abc as the
collective ranking of V, we get nac > nba > ncb. Assume that (b, c) is selected by S. This means
that S(π, (a, b))−S(π, (b, c)) > 0. Since S(π, (a, b))−S(π, (b, c)) = nba−nac > 0 : this contradicts
(i) an it follows that (b, c) is not selected by S.

C-Proof of Theorem 1

Let us reconsider each of the possible cases we got in the proof of Proposition 1. Case 6 is still
irrelevant. Since there are CCG, committees (a, b) and (a, c) are selected by S in Cases 1 and 4 and
committee (a, b) is selected in Case 2. By Proposition 1 we know that abc or acb are the possible
rankings of V in Case 1; abc or bac in Cases 2 and 4. So, no matter what the ranking of V is, S
and V do not diverge.

In Example 1, we have a majority cycle and committee (a, c) is selected by S while the collective
ranking of V is abc. So, in presence of a majority cycle, S and V may diverge. This is also the case
with Case 3 if we focus on the following voting situation on A = {a, b, c} with 5 voters:

3 : abc 2 : cab

Candidate a is the Condorcet winner and candidate c the Condorcet loser: (a, b) is selected by S.
The reader can check that acb is the collective ranking with V. Thus, give that there is a Condorcet
winner and a Condorcet loser, S and V may diverge.

D-Few words on the Verdoolaege et al. (2004)'s methodology

The parameterized Barvinok's algorithm of Verdoolaege et al. (2004) is one of the methods for
computing Ehrhart polynomials. It covers the limitations of the algorithm of Clauss and Loechner
(1998) and it extends the Barvinok (1994)'s algorithm by considering parametric polytopes with
any numbers of parameters.

The Barvinok's algorithm is helpful in the polynomial-time counting of integer points inside
rational polyhedra of �xed dimension. Given a rational polyhedron P , the Barvinok's algorithm �rst
de�nes a generating function f(P, x) =

∑
η∈P∩Zd

xη where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd), η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηd)

and xη =
d∏
i=1

xηii . The parameter η runs over all the integer lattice points included in P ∩ Zd. By

�xing xi = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, f(P, x) returns the number of integer lattice points contained in P .
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According to Brion (1998), f(P, x) is equal to the sum over all the vertices v of the generating
functions of the supporting cones of P at each vertex v. A supporting cone at a vertex is the
polyhedron de�ned by the constraints that are saturated by the vertex. The cones are decomposed
into unimodular cones17. Then, the generating functions of these cones which are rational functions
are obtained easily and are simple to handle. It comes that f(P, x) is the sum these rational
functions. Going from x = (1, 1, . . . , 1), the evaluation of f(P, x) at this point is obtained by
computing the residues.

The Parameterized Barvinok's algorithm of generalizes the Barvinok's algorithm by considering
validity domains with the ability to handle periodic numbers. For more details on the , the reader
can refer to the paper of Verdoolaege et al. (2004).
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